
SWEAT meeting with Andrew Fraser and other Enfield Officers re Report to Cabinet June 

Tuesday 15th July 6pm at Civic Centre 

Admissions 

1. There is a lack of local school places in the FLDRA area. Do you agree? 

 

2. Specifically, what is getting in the way of you putting in place an admission code which contains a 

robust statement about fraudulent applications and is clear about the sanctions which will be enforced 

should fraudulent applications be detected in the same way that Camden have? (See Appendix). 

 

3. Legal challenges on admissions - how many investigations into fraudulent applications have they 

carried out in the last three years, and what was the outcome? (See Appendix). 

 

4. Specifically, what are you doing to challenge your admissions team to solve the problem of a lack of 

school places in our area? Please can you give some detailed examples of how you as Director for 

Schools and Children’s Services are challenging them to solve the problem of fraudulent applications in 

the borough? 

 

5. Enfield consulted on a new siblings policy regarding fraudulent applications: 

a. Parents and interested stakeholders were not directly informed about this consultation, 

why?  

b. Is this policy going to be implemented in 2015? 

c. How will you enforce the policy? 

 

6. Will any additional safeguards against fraudulent applications be in place for 2015? How will they be 

effectively managed? 

 

7. Making all schools good is an obvious longer-term answer to this problem so what are you doing now 

about school improvement? 

 

8. It is a well-known problem that families residing in the FLDRA area cannot get their children placed at a 

local or their closest school. Why has the Council left it until after the school admissions allocation for 

2014 to announce a new 1FE? 

 

9. Will the Council make FLDRA and the area bordering Barnet a priority area and allocate a number of 

places, for example 5 to these black hole areas? Other schools in the London Borough of Enfield have 

priority zones. 

 

10. It has been reported that schools are opening in old police station and unused sites.  Does Enfield 

council have plans for new schools in 2015?   

 

11. What plans does Enfield have for the future provision of secondary school places as the need for school 

places continues? 

Walker 

12. What discussions have Enfield held with Walker School regarding expansion as promised at Cabinet in 

June 2013?  

 



13. Now that a new head teacher has been appointed at Walker School have the Council approached her 

regarding expanding Walker School? Please provide her details so SWEAT can approach her to start 

community talks when in post. 

14. When did you last challenge any admission to Walker School? 

 

15. When did you last successfully challenge any admission to Walker School? 

 

16. Will Enfield make a statement in the newspaper about fraudulent applications and how they will deal 

with them when the school application process commences each year? 

 

17. Will Enfield commence random checks for fraudulent applications?  

 

18. Does Enfield realise that parents modify their selection of schools as they know they will get into 

schools over 1 mile away and have no chance of getting into local schools or the schools that they 

want? 

 

19. What will Enfield do to meet the demand for a new 2FE in the FLDRA area?  

Bowes Southgate Green 

20. What is the permanent location for Southgate Green School – what is planned? 

 

21. What is the catchment going to be for that school now and in a year? 

 

22. How will Bowes Southgate Green help us in the FLDRA area? 

 

23. Please confirm whether Bowes Southgate Green is to be a 1FE or 2FE? 

 

24. Is this the 1FE school in the June 2013 Cabinet Report that was always intended at Broomfield? 

 

25. The new housing estate being built in that area will take all places in this school and will not resolve the 

problem in the Southgate Green area, specifically the FLDRA area and around the Walker and Barnet 

border. How do Enfield plan to provide places in this area? 

 

26. There is too little information and too much uncertainty about Bowes Southgate Green: 

a. What will happen about school meals for pupils who take up admission at Bowes Southgate 

Green 

b. What are the accommodation arrangements for this school? 

c. How temporary will the school be? 

 

27. Parents with children starting school in September 2014 have told SWEAT that they will not change to a 

school where there are so many questions unanswered and after they have accepted a school place 

that they have already prepared for. Do Enfield have any understanding of Parents and Children’s 

Services when proposing a school after choices have been made? 

 

28. This will be the 4th annex to Bowes Primary, how will the management team ensure children on this 

site are a part of a school community and not an isolated outpost? 

Grovelands 

29. What has happened to the 2FE intended for South West Enfield in the June 2013 Cabinet Report that 

was intended to move to Grovelands in the future? 



 

30. What has happened to the Grovelands Survey Report and what conclusions have been reached by 

English Heritage regarding a primary schools viability? 

31. What is the timeline for Grovelands? 

Minchenden 

32. Do Andrew Fraser and Enfield Officers think that they have been fair to parents in the FLDRA area who 

expected a school to open on the Minchenden site in September 2014?  

 

33. What is the situation with the Minchenden site that SWEAT were led to believe would be the 

temporary location for the 2FE School? 

Ashmole 

34. Following Ashmole Academy’s unsuccessful application for a free school will Enfield support an 

application from Ashmole to the Education Funding Agency (EFA) for a primary school? 

 

35. Can Enfield help and support Ashmole Academy in their aspiration to provide primary school 

education? 

Appendix 

Article published in The Times newspaper in April regarding admissions in London and what Educational 

Authorities are doing to address the issue: 

Councils are starting to clamp down on parents renting a second home yards from the best schools 

to secure a place. 

In a move that will be watched closely by other local authorities, one London borough has tightened 

its admissions code and withdrawn places from children whose parents were deemed to have 

cheated the system.  

Five children were either removed from schools in Camden, north London, or had offers of places 

withdrawn. Another London borough, Bromley, has also introduced tougher checks.  

One of Camden’s most popular primary schools, Eleanor Palmer, was at the centre of a furore last 

year when even families living on the same street were turned away, as the catchment area had 

become so tiny. Local parents complained to the council because many successful applicants were 

living in rented flats next to the school. 

The borough has now introduced admissions guidance under which it will not accept applications 

from parents in a temporary address, if the family still owns its former property. 

Camden carried out 11 investigations into potentially fraudulent applications between 2012 and 

2013, such as using a family member’s address or supplying false information on application 

forms. 

Two primary places from two schools, including Eleanor Palmer, and three secondary places were 

removed. 

 

 

 

 



 


